Concerns over sustainability in the built environment have resulted in continuous efforts to improve the performance of glazed façade systems and hence indoor comfort and building energy conservation. An innovative façade system where parallel transparent plastic slats are sandwiched between glass panes to form a Parallel Slat Transparent Insulation Material (PS-TIM) is proposed as a strategy to effectively reduce coupled convective and radiative heat transfer between the panes of a double glazed window. This strategy increases the thermal resistance of the façade, while maintaining access to daylight. A numerical investigation of the thermal and optical performance of this façade system is presented. Detailed modelling of the thermal characteristics of a double glazed window containing PS-TIMs was carried out for different cell aspect ratios (defined by the thickness of window air cavity and slat interval distance), slat thickness and slat properties (conductivities and emissivities) using a validated Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) model. The CFD predictions show that: 1) an aspect ratio of 0.35 can provide full suppression of convection; 2) the PS-TIM structure can achieve a 35-46% reduction in thermal conductance compared with the same double glazing in the absence of PS-TIM; 3) material conductivity, thickness and emissivity have a more apparent influence on small cell structures than large cell structures. In addition, a simple analysis of U-value and light transmittance at various solar incidence angles was undertaken. The results provide a better understanding of the benefits of PS-TIM in terms of energy saving and offer suggestions for the improved design of glazing façade systems.
Symbols
façades. In addition to conveying a sense of architectural modernity, the abundant availability 3 of natural light offered scope to significantly reduce demand for artificial lighting energy [1] .
4
Working against this, and an issue of growing concern in response to the more recent 5 sustainability agenda, is the poor thermal insulation properties of glazed façade systems. A proposed as a strategy to reduce heat transfer through the building envelope while 8 maintaining reasonable levels of daylight.
9
TIMs can be generally classified into 4 categories as shown in Fig 1: (a) glazing- . Mixed TIM (Fig 1(c) ) is a combination of glazing-perpendicular and glazing-21 parallel structure. Homogenous TIM (Fig 1(d) ) are receiving increasing attention, with recent 22 research into silica aerogel offering a translucent material that can fill in the air cavity of a 23 double glazed unit (Fig 1(d) ). The high porosity of aerogels results in a very low thermal 24 conductivity (e.g. 0.005-0.02 W/mK) [4] . There are two types of silica based aerogels:
1 monolithic silica aerogel (MSA) and granular silica aerogel (GSA). MSA can be clear enough 2 to see through but the high cost and fragility currently limit commercial uptake [5] . GSA has 3 a low solar transmittance (less than 0.5) due to bulk scattering effects and is commonly used 4 in skylights [6, 7] . The employment of a well-designed TIM structure offers the potential to 5 reduce the heat transfer coefficient of a double-glazed unit and in so doing improve the 6 thermal behaviour of buildings they are employed in. honeycomb structure offered better performance for glazing in a horizontal orientation but 17 when inclined to more than 30° to horizontal, parallel slat structures showed better 18 performance. Kumar and Kaushika [10] found that honeycomb structures of aspect ratio in 19 the range between 10~15 were suitable for convection suppression in air cavities of depth 20 5~20 cm for temperature differences between 20 to 120°C. Arulanantham and Kaushika [11] 21 numerically studied the combined conductive and radiative heat transfer through a promote a metric describing view clarity.
13
The literature suggests that the integration of glazing-perpendicular TIM structures in have an air cavity of thickness 15mm between panes that were 300mm in height. This was 7 investigated with 4 different PS-TIM geometries where the interval distance between 8 neighbouring slats, Da, was assumed to be 3mm, 5mm, 7.5mm and 10mm. 
Governing equations and assumptions

10
Two-dimensional finite volume models were developed in the commercial CFD 11 package FLUENT. To simplify the CFD simulation process, the following assumptions were 12 made: 1) the glass surfaces facing into the cavity were set as two isothermal walls with 13 different temperatures to represent the temperature difference between indoor and outdoor 14 environments; 2) the top and bottom surfaces bounding the cavity were assumed to be 15 adiabatic; 3) the enclosure was filled with air whose thermophysical properties (density, 16 viscosity, thermal conductivity) are detailed in Table 1 
8
Energy balance:
10
In order to evaluate the effect of the parallel slat structure on convection, the radiative
11
heat transfer between the two glazing panes was initially neglected (this is referred to as the 12 convection-only model). Radiation, conduction and convection were included in the full 13 model, which was used to calculate the overall scale of heat transfer through the air cavity 14 and the resulting U-value of the glazing system.
15
In the full model, radiative heat transfer, S h in equation (4), was solved using the
16
Surface to Surface (S2S) radiation method. All the surfaces were assumed to be grey bodies,
17
diffuse and opaque to thermal radiation. The air in the cavity was assumed to be a non-
18
participating medium. The view factors (F kj ), which depend on surfaces' size, separation 19 distance and orientation were computed before the simulating radiation.
20
The S2S method can be represented by the following equation:
In both models, all thermophysical properties of the fluid were assumed to be constant 
6 where ρ 0 is the (constant) density of the air at the mean surface temperature (T 0 ), and β is the 7 thermal expansion coefficient. The viscosity was assumed to vary in response to temperature according to piecewise-9 linear equation as follows:
where 1 ≤ n ≤ N and N is the size of the temperature intervals. 
Boundary conditions and material properties 13
The material properties (conductivity, thickness and emissivity) of the PS-TIM 14 structure were varied to explore their influences on the overall performance of the window 15 using the full model. Detailed properties can be found in Table 1 . From this it may be seen 16 that, four temperature differences between the two glazing panes (10K, 20K, 30K and 40K)
17
were set as the boundary conditions and their mean temperature was maintained at 10°C 18 (283K).
19 Table 1 20
Properties and boundary conditions for different models. reasonable agreement with differences of less than 1%. 
16
Inclusion of the PS-TIM gives the thermal conductance as:
where D a is the distance between two neighbouring slats, D s is the thickness of the slat, n is 19 the number of slats and L is the height of the window.
20
The thermal conductance (in equation (11), h is abbreviation for either h PS−TIM or 1 h no−slat ) here describes the heat transfer coefficient through the air cavity, which includes the 2 convective and conductive heat transfer through the air, conductive heat transfer through the 3 PS-TIM structure and the radiative heat transfer from internal to external surfaces. Once this 4 was obtained through CFD simulation, the U-value of the whole unit can be calculated 5 separately using the following procedure. Firstly, the thermal resistance of the glazing unit (R) 6 is obtained from:
where d is the thickness of each glass pane, and λ g is the thermal conductivity of the glass 9 (W/mK). The two glazing panes were assumed to be ordinary soda-lime silica float glass with 10 thickness of 4mm, thermal conductivity of 0.94 W/mK and emissivity of 0.84 (see Table 1 ).
11
The thermal conductance, U-value, of the unit can be expressed as: where, h e and h i are the external and internal surface heat transfer coefficients, respectively. 14 For normal exposure of panes, h e = 25 W/m 2 K and h i = 7.7 W/m 2 K are assumed [33] . For 15 the purpose of normalization of the calculated U-value, the temperature difference between 16 the bounding glass surfaces was kept at 15K, while the mean temperature was kept at 17 10℃ (see Table 1 ) [33, 34] . 
Ray tracing technique
19
To assess the optical performance for this glazing system, a commercial ray tracing program material to be neglected, and this material has a transmittance of 0.99 and reflectance of 0.01.
10
To avoid the edge effect, ray tray simulation was applied to a central 400mm by 400mm area 11 of a larger glazing system with dimensions of 700mm by 1400mm. 
Results and discussion
16
In this section, the simulation results for convective, conductive and radiative heat 17 transfer through the PS-TIM structure located in the cavity of double-glazing units are 18 discussed. The overall U-value and optical performance of the PS-TIM system are presented. 
Effect of aspect ratio on convective suppression 1
The PS-TIM structure is proposed as a means of suppressing convective heat transfer 2 in the air cavity of a double-glazing unit. However, it is useful to understand the free 3 convection that occurs in a single air cavity formed between neighbouring slats and how 4 changing the distance between them, Da, influences convective suppression. In this section, 5 the influence of aspect ratio of a double-glazing unit (illustrated in Fig. 2(c) ) and the aspect 6 ratio of a PS-TIM cell (shown in in Fig. 2 (b) ) in providing convective suppression are 7 investigated. In order to realize the variation of aspect ratio, the width of the air cavity 8 between the two glazing panes was fixed and the spacing between slats was changed. Under 
Thermal visualisation within the PS-TIM structures 12
From section 4.1, it can be seen that creating small horizontal rectangular cells leads Fig. 7 . Relationship between the average Nusselt number and Grasholf numbers for different cell heights 2
Thermal conductance of an air cavity with PS-TIM structures
3
In this section, the full model was used to investigate the thermal conductance of the 4 air cavity with and without PS-TIM structures. The thermal conductance predicted using 5 equations (9)-(10) at various temperature differences between the hot and cold glazing 6 surfaces is shown in Fig. 8 . The thermal conductance of the system is the sum of conductive 2 Fig. 9 shows the overall effect on heat transfer resulting from the introduction of PS-3 TIM, into a glazing unit. This is quantified using the thermal conductance ratio hPS-TIM/hno-slat 4 (see equation (10) and equation (9)). As can been seen in Fig. 9 , all of the four PS-TIM 5 structures studied are able to provide reduction in thermal conductance as compared with a 6 standard double glazing unit over the assumed range of temperature difference. In general, 7 the smaller the PS-TIM cell height, the smaller the thermal conductance is. For PS-TIMs with 8 3mm, 5mm and 7.5mm-cell, increasing temperature difference sees improved performance, i.e. the thermal conductance ratio decreases. For example, the 3mm-cell PS-TIM can achieve 10 a 34.5% decrease of thermal conductance for a 10K temperature difference and a 45% 11 decrease when the temperature difference is 40K. This is because, in moving from a 12 temperature difference of 10 K to 40 K, the heat transfer due to air convection decreased The effect of the material conductivity of the PS-TIM structure on the thermal 9 conductance is illustrated in Fig. 10 . When the slat thermal conductivity increases from 0.1 to This pattern is consistent for all the temperature differences assumed in the simulation, i.e. thermal conductance ratio increases with increasing thermal conductivity, however, the 4 combined influence of conduction, convection and radiation that is illustrated in Fig. 9 is 5 maintained. The overall benefits offered by the 3mm-cell PS-TIM through reduced radiative 6 and convective conductance more than outweigh these increases in conduction, so that at any 7 given value of conductivity, the conductance ratio decreases with increasing temperature 8 difference. By contrast, the 10mm-cell PS-TIM, where increasing temperature difference 9 drives stronger convection, exhibits an increasing conductance ratio, ie at any given value of 10 conductivity, the conductance ratio increases with increasing temperature difference. It can be seen that with increasing emissivity, the thermal conductance ratio 13 for both the 3mm and 10mm-cell PS-TIMs increases. The effect is relatively weak however.
14 For example, when the emissivity of the slat is increased from 0.3 to 0.84 under a 15 temperature difference of 40K, the thermal conductance ratio increases by only 2% for a 16 3mm-cell structure and 3.5% for a 10mm-cell structure. Given the strength of the radiative 17 path indicated in Fig. 8 , this suggests that heat radiated and re-radiated from the slats is 1 secondary to heat directly radiated across the cavity from one glazing pane to the other.
2
In conclusion, decreasing slat conductivity and slat thickness result in the reduction of 3 thermal conductance of double glazed windows containing PS-TIM held at a constant 4 temperature difference: this effect is more significant on PS-TIMs with 'small' cells.
5
Decreasing slat emissivity has weak but beneficial effect, reducing the thermal conductance 6 of double glazed windows containing a PS-TIM structure. ) and the external 13 and internal surface thermal resistances ( Table 2 .
15
A ray tracing technique was used to study the optical performance of the glazing system. The no-slats 10-mm cell structure 7.5-mm cell structure 5-mm cell structure 3-mm cell structure Solar incidence angle no slats and reducing the slat interval distance from 10mm to 3mm leads to a gradual increase of 1 thermal resistance between two glazing panes and hence a reduction of the U-value. The 2 thermal resistance between two glazing panes only contributes to 49.5% of the total thermal 3 resistance in the standard double glazing unit, and the contribution has been increased to 60%
4 by adding 3mm-cell structure in the air cavity. This is reflected in a 21% reduction of the U-5 value.
6
The PS-TIM is less beneficial in relation to light transmission. Reducing the slat 
17
The study presented here is limited, and interpreting how a balance is made between 18 thermal and light related properties when designing a façade is complex, depending on 3) The results of a convection, conduction and radiation model show that a double glazed unit 14 containing PS-TIM with a 3mm-cell structure can offer a 35%-46% reduction in thermal 15 conductance as compared with an identical double glazing unit in the absence of PS-TIM.
16
The equivalent performance for PS-TIM with a 10mm-cell structure is a 16%-18% reduction 17 in conductance. The slat conductivity and thickness have a significant influence on overall 18 thermal conductance when the temperature difference between the glazing panes is small;
19
4) The combined influence of light transmittance and U-value has been touched upon and 20 offers some tentative suggestions as to how architects and engineers might apply PS-TIM to 21 windows or glazed facades. 
